OERIDIAN PANTHEON OVERVIEW


			ZILCHUS *				PROCAN *
			(Power, Law)				(Oceans, Chaos)


		Lawful			Neutral			Chaotic
		Delleb *			Celestian			Erythnul
		Heironeous			Fharlanghn			Kurrell *
		Hextor								Rudd (demigod, f; CN) *
		Pholtus

					Cult of the Winds
					Velnius (N, weather) *
					Atroa (NG, f, spring) *
					Sotillion (CG, summer) *
					Wenta (CG, f, autumn) *
					Telchur (CN, winter) *

(* indicates statistics not available)


Overview Description
	The Oeridian pantheon, the mythology of the Great Kingdom during its expansionist period, is clearly concerned primarily with the law/chaos distinctions of the cosmos (as opposed to the good/evil axis, which is something of an afterthought). It is almost entirely male (excepting only certain elements of the Church of the Winds and the demigoddess Rudd), and features a recurring theme of brotherhood (Zilchus/Procan, Heironeous/Hextor, Celestian/Fharlanghn, etc.)

	The pantheon is dominated by the rivalry between the two greater brothers, Zilchus and Procan: the rest of the gods are their children. Zilchus is the god of power, law, and influence, and has always been one of the primary motivators of the expansion of Oeridian society and the policies of the Great Kingdom. In contrast, great Procan has generally been regarded as the embodiment of all the fears of the Oeridians: unfettered chaos, nature, and the seas which have historically been alien territory for Aerdy and its peoples.

	One of the more populist contributions from the Oeridians has been worship of the Cult of the Winds, a neutral-chaotic quintet of godlings who oversee weather and the turn of seasons. Farmers and common folk the world over are likely to make offerings and prayers to these gods (with the common exclusion of Velnius in areas outside the Great Kingdom and its former dependencies).

	No Oeridian god is known to support druidic clerics. It may be possible that some druids patronize Velnius (the Cult of the Winds), but certainly not any other gods.

